STORY:
John is a garage owner.
Until now the garage was a small business and he was the only mechanic,
however, the customers are happy and the number of vehicles incoming has
increased drastically.
John already admitted two more mechanics to help with the prompt delivery of
the vehicles but the management of all the vehicle services is becoming a
very hard task.
To keep the quality and customer satisfaction, John would love to have one
application to help him with the work assignment and dispatch.
This app will allow him to assign the mechanic, provide expected delivery
dates and to keep good control on the services pipeline.

Persona:

John
Keep my customers and
employees happy and
satisfied.

31 years old; Married; 11 years working as
mechanic; Very professional and responsible







Receive and deliver vehicles
serviced/repaired
Order necessary parts for services
Service vehicles
Assign work to the mechanic employees
Help on complex problems

 I need to be able to assign several
tasks/vehicles to a mechanic creating
pipelines.
 I need to be able to give a delivery date
to the customer.

 Customer
 Employees/Mechanics

Garage Owner






Reduce service timings
Increase productivity
Increase cash flow
Increase organization

 Customers have to wait more than needed for
the vehicle.
 Mechanics need to talk to me each time they
complete one task.
 Customers have parts replaced before they
approve the repair (for customers without preapproval).

User Experience Journey:

Point Of View:
PoV #1:
John, the Mechanic needs a way to quickly assign vehicle services to an employee so that he
can increase productivity.
PoV #2:
John, the Mechanic needs a way to be able to inform the customer of the expected delivery
date for his vehicle so that he increases customer’s satisfaction.
PoV #3:
John, the Mechanic needs a way to quickly identify if for a specific vehicle part substitution is
pre-approved by customer so that he can reduce service timings and increase productivity.
PoV #4:
John, the Mechanic needs a way to have more free time so that he can help his employees on
complex problems.

Mock Up:
https://standard.experiencesplash.com:443/api/projects/434de494432dea530bac51a8/prototype/snap
shot/latest/index.html#/1443476767993_S0

Develop Challenge Screenshots:
App opens with first service selected, then we selected the second one:

Several tabs with all information related to this service.

Data can be edited:

Develop Challenge Youtube video link:
https://youtu.be/zu7nDLzZ7KQ

